Vinnystock

The troop arrived at the campsite in the afternoon, we set up tents and went to sleep. There was fair weather, and no rain. We camped at Johnson's Farm similar to Klondike. There were 5 patrols and 33 scouts on this trip. In the morning we were told what the stations were and where they were located. There were a variety of stations, they were the elk run, tomahawk throwing, buffalo wrestling, casting challenge, duck blind build, track it, and raft building. The elk run station was one of the most popular stations.

Halfway through the stations the patrols took a break to eat lunch. During the break some scouts decided to go fishing in the lake.

There was also a goose nesting near the bridge which we had to be careful not to disturb during the trip.

This trip the Llamas were brought into the troop from pack 89.

In the morning we woke up to fair weather, we ate breakfast and went to chapel. At chapel we had a service and received the results of the stations.
Overall the Goats won this time, though all of the patrols excelled in certain stations.